Camden Capital Distinguished by Financial Times
as Top 300 Registered Investment Advisor
Los Angeles, July 2020 – For the second consecutive year, Camden Capital has been
recognized by the Financial Times as a Top 300 Registered Investment Advisor (FT 300). The
2020 edition of the FT 300 represents an impressive cohort of elite Registered Investment
Advisory (RIA) firms across the country, with a group median AUM of $1.9 billion.
The FT 300 list is produced independently by Ignites Research, a division of MoneyMedia, Inc. on behalf of the Financial Times. The RIA firms were graded on six factors: AUM,
AUM growth rate, years in existence, advanced industry credentials of the firm’s advisers, online
accessibility and compliance records. There are no fees or other considerations required of RIAs
that apply for the FT 300.
“Camden Capital is committed to providing clients with the highest level of service, and
this coveted FT 300 recognition is further validation that Camden Capital is a leader in the financial
services industry,” stated Camden Capital’s President and Partner, Rich Bursek. “Our team
continuously strives to meet the evolving and dynamic needs of our sophisticated client base. I
want to thank our devoted clients and dedicated employees at Camden Capital for this latest
recognition.”
Camden Capital provides a holistic approach to wealth management, legacy planning and
family office services for prominent high and ultra-high net worth families, business owners and
entrepreneurs. The firm attributes much of its growth and success to referrals and seeks to develop
long-term client relationships. Camden Capital’s independent structure, objective platform and
underlying fiduciary duty differentiates it from other traditional firms, while a relentless
commitment to achieving clients’ objectives, investment access, consolidated performance and tax
reporting rests at the core of its value proposition.
Camden Capital has offices in Los Angeles, Century City, Manhattan Beach and North
Palm Beach. The firm, and individual advisors, have been recognized by Barron’s, Forbes, The
Financial Times, Financial Advisor Magazine and the Los Angeles Business Journal. For more
information, please visit www.CamdenCapital.com.
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